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One of the current areas of keen interest in mechanism research is 
the vast domain of three dimensional linkages, frequently called the 
space mechanisms. There are potentially hundreds of them. But only a 
few kinds have been investigated or described. 
A space mechanism can exist with a wide variety of connecting joints 
or pair combinations. Detailed examination of the various kinds of space 
mechanisms showed many of these to be mechanically complex and of limited 
adaptability. But the four link mechanisms have particular appeal be-
cause of their mechanical simplicity. Figures la and lb show the best of 
a class of four link space mechanisms according to Harrisberger (1). 
Among four link space mechanisms it is well known that the R.S.S.R 
mechanism (see Figure lb) is an outstanding choice as the most versatile 
and practical configuration capable of giving double crank motion re-
quirements. 
An R.S.S.R crank rocker mechanism consists of three movable links 
mounted to a fixed link or frame. The driver is the rotating link. The 
follower is the oscillating link. The coupler is the moving link between 
the driver and the follower connected to them by spherical joints. The 
driver and the follower are fixed to the frame by means to two revolute 
1 
R -C-C-C MECHANISM 
H-C-C-C MECHANISM 
R-S-C-P MECHANISM 
C - CYLINDERICAL PAIR 
H - HELICAL PAIR 
A 
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B 
Figure l. (Cont'inued) · 
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joints. Basically it is a two degree of freedom mechanism with a passive 
degree of freedom of the coupler motion about its own axis. The prac-
tical simplicity of the mechanism and its unlimited geometric adaptabil-
ity justifies its importance as a practical and useful space mechanism. 
1.2 Problem Statement 
Function generation is one of the important purposes for which a 
mechanism is often synthesized. For function generation a mechanism is 
so synthesized that the output motion is a desired function of the input 
motion, both motions being rotary or oscillatary in most cases. Thus, a 
function generating mechanism essentially converts a uniform motion into 
another uniform motion or nonuniform motion. Circular gears, chains, 
belts, and the like comprise most of the uniform motion convertors. 
Nonuniform conversions are made with noncircular gears, cam follower 
systems, ratchets and linkages. 
In this thesis, the synthesis of a spatial R.S.S.R linkage for 
function generation between two links mounted on nonintersecting skew 
shafts is presented. The accuracy achieved is up to fourth order while 
in the existing literature it is only up to third order as discussed in 
the later sections of this thesis. A simple method of analysis up to 
fourth order is also presented to check the correctness of the synthe-
sized linkage and its accuracy in neighboring positions. 
L 3 Literature Review 
In most engineering fields gears and cams are used for motion trans-
mission with uniform and nonuniform ratios of transmission. It has been 
an old dream of the kinematicians to find equivalent substitutes of gears 
and cams by linkages. They came to the conclusion that it is possible 
to replace gears and cams by linkages if small deviations from the 
ratios of transmission are permissible. The mechanism can be manufac-
tured cheaper and easier. 
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Hall and Dunk (2) developed procedure for designing planar four bar 
linkages as a simple and effective substitute for more expensive gears. 
This design was suitable for transmission of a substantial constant 
angular velocity ratio for a limited range of angular motion. 
Freudenstein (3) presented time saving self-explanatory tables on 
planar four bar function generators, illustrating the linkage types, 
functions, ranges and accuracies possible. 
Hain (4) presented a practical method for designing planar four bar 
linkages for oscillatary motion with approximate constant transmission 
ratio within prescribed tolerances. 
Harrisberger (5) described a simple method for synthesizing an 
R.S.S.R mechanism for finite displacements. 
Scroggin and Morse (6) presented the relationships for the synthesis 
of R.S.S.R mechanism up to second order. 
Suh (7) (8) presented matrix methods for the synthesis of R.S.S.R 
function generators up to third order. A special case of the function 
generators serve to replace hypoid gears up to third order. 
Mohanrao, Sandor, Kohli, and Soni (9) presented methods to synthe-
size R.S.S.R mechanism for seven finite positions. 
Recently, Chunsiripong and Soni (10) developed mathematical 
procedures to synthesize R.S.S.R mechanism to coordinate motions of 
input and output links for their finite and infinitesmal displacements. 
However, the infinitesmal synthesis is carried out up to third order 
only. 
The existing literature shows the following: 
1. The kinematic analysis was carried out up to third order only. 
2. In most cases the synthesis was done for finite displacements. 
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3. In case of higher order synthesis, the order achieved was up to 
three only. 
4. Function generation synthesis was carried out using inversion 
techniques. 
5. The design equations were obtained using the constant length 
constraint on the coupler. 
To further the state of art in R.S.S.R mechanism synthesis, the 
following objectives are determined in this study. 
1.4 Objectives of the Study 
1. To synthesize the R.S.S.R mechanism up to fourth order. 
2. To use a new approach other than the constant length criterian 
of the coupler length. 
3. To use the higher order path curvature theory to determine 
locus of points that describe spherical paths up to fourth order. 
4. To use the above locus to determine the spherical pairs on the 
coupler. 
5. To synthesize R.S.S.R mechanism to replace gears up to fourth 
order. 
6. To analyze the R.S.S.R mechanism up to fourth order to determine 
the correctness of the synthesized mechanism and its accuracy in neigh-
boring positions. 
7 
The above objectives of the study are made possible by the most 





Figure 2 shows the configuration of an R.S.S.R mechanism. A and B 
are the input and the output rotation axes which are fixed on a frame. 
A B is the shortest distance and a is the angle between them. 
0 0 
Let A0 ASA be the input crank rotating about axis A. A is the 0 
location of revolute pair and SA is the location of spherical pair. We 
denote ASA as the input crank length and A0 A as the input crank offset 
length. 
Let B0 BSB be the output crank rotating about axis B. B is the 0 
location of revolute pair and SB is the location of spherical pair. We 
denote BSB as the output crank length and B0 B as the output crank offset 
length. 
Let SASB be the coupler connecting the input and output cranks at 
spherical pairs SA and SB. 
For simplicity we establish the following coordinate system. 
Let OXYZ be the fixed coordinate system with its origin at A , 
0 
X-axis along A B and Z-axis along A. Y-axis is determined by the right 
0 0 
hand rule. 
Let i, j, k be the unit vectors along X, Y, and Z-axis. Let a be 







Ao Bo = 'llo = 1 
A0 A = 90 Bo Ao = v =-i 
- xi+vT+ z k 
ASA = g 
A0 P = r = 
- -SASs =l B0 P = p = v+ r 80 8 = ho 
BSs = h 
Figure 2 , R.S.S.R Mechanism 




Let us denote A0 B0 as the Link 1 which is fixed, A0 ASA as Link 2, 
SASB as Link 3 and B0 BSB as Link 4. 
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Let e be the input crank rotation angle measured about the axis A. 
It is the angle from vector A B to vector ASA. 
0 0 
Let ~ be the output crank rotation angle measured about the axis B; 
it is the angle from vector A B to vector BSB. 
0 0 
In the given coordinate system we have 
A= K 
B = - Sin aj + Cos ak 
We note A and B are unit vectors. 
2.2 Function Generation Relationships 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
Figure 3 shows the functional relationship between input and output 
crank motions. 
Let~= f(0). (2. 3) 
Since the number of links in the mechanism are limited, the synthe-
sized mechanism in general can satisfy the function (2.3) only at finite 
number of points in case of finite synthesis, or up to a finite number of 
derivatives in the case of derivative synthesis. In this thesis we are 
concerned with derivative synthesis of the R.S.S.R mechanism up to 
fourth order. This means we are going to synthesize the R.S.S.R mech 
anism so that . . £t~~ ~ the derivatives de' 2 , 3 , and 4 are realized in the 
de de de 
synthesized mechanism at a given instant. 
Let 
r/J = f (0) 
Figure 3. Functional Relationship 








u= n4 (2. 4) 
de4 
The case, in which n1 is less than zero and n2 = n3 = n4 = 0, represents 
a gearing relationship up to fourth order. A mechanism for this gear 
relationship can replace a set of hypoid gears with sufficient accuracy 
in the neighborhood of the synthesized position of the linkage. Higher 
the order of derivative synthesis, more will be the accuracy of gearing 
ratio in the neighborhood. 
In the synthesis procedure we take time as the independent motion 
parameter. Hence, input and output motions are expressed as functions 
of time. So we can express the derivatives in Equation (2.4) as function 




d 2 rh ••.• 
n2 = ~ = (cfl e 
de2 
. . • • 3 
<t> 0 )/8 
e - q, e )e 
d4~ . • .... 
n 4 = = I ( cfl e + q, 
de4 
3( cfl 8 
e 
7 ( cfl e-q, e)ee+(<t>G-<t> 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
• • • . . • 5 
q, e ) e ] /e (2.7) 
• • • • • • 2 
- q, e )e 
•• 2 
e )(15 e -
(2. 8) 
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For the sake of simplicity, we can assume 
e = 1, e = 0, e 0, e o. (2.9) 
Then we have 
nl = ~ 
n2 ~ 
n3 = ~ 
n4 = ~ (2.10) 
2.3 The Principle of Inversion 
In Figure 2 we have Link 1 fixed. However, if we fix Link 4 in-
stead of Link 1 the synthesis procedure will be easier. A mechanism 
obtained by fixing an alternate link is known as the inversion of the 
original mechanism. 
Figure 4 shows an inversion of the mechanism in Figure 2. We note 
that Link 4 is fixed in the inversion. It is to be noted that the 
relative motion of a link with respect to any other link in the mech-
anism is not altered in its inversion. Further, we can assume A B as 
0 0 
unity without loss of generality in the functional relationship between 
8 and~. Now when n1 , n2 , n3 , n4 and a are specified we can determine 
the locations A , and B , directions A and B and the relative motions 
0 0 
of Link 1 with respect to Link 4 and Link 2 with respect to Link 4. The 
mechanism is synthesized when we determine the locations of SA and SB. 
In the inversion SB is a point on Link 4 which is fixed. SA is a point 





























S8 (d, e, f) 
LINK 4 
B 
Figure 4. Inversion of R.S.S.R Mechanism 
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• x 
having a spherical path as the synthesis technique. We note SA' being 
a pair, is also considered as a point on Link 2. Further, we can find 
15 
the locus of points in Link 2 that describe spherical paths up to fourth 
order. Any point on this locus can serve as a spherical joint SA. Hav-
ing determined SA, we can determine also the center of sphere of the 
spherical path which will yield SB. These are derived in the following 
sections. 
2.4 Relative Angular Motions 
Referring to Figure 4, we have the instantaneous angular motion of 
Link 1, with respect to Link 4 is given up to fourth order as follows: 
First Order wl/4 = - <f> B Velocity 
Second Order Acceleration 
Third Order cf> B Jerk 
.... 
Fourth Order wl/4 cf> B Kerk (2 .11) 
Relative motion of Link 2 with respect to Link 1 is given by 
First Order = 8 A Velocity 
Second Order = 8 A Acceleration 
Third Order Jerk 
Fourth Order = e A Kerk (2.12) 
Motion of Link 2 with respect to Link 4 is given by 
16 
= w2/l - (- wl/4) (since w411 = - ;1;4) 
= w2/l + wl/4 
= 0 A - cjl B (2 .13) 
. 
w2/4 e A+ e A - <P B (2.14) 
. 
w2/4 = e A+ 2 e A+ 0 A - tj> B (2.15) 
. . 
w2/4 = e A+ e A+ 2 e A+ 2 0 A + 0 A + 
0 A - cjl B 
. 
= e A+ 3 e A+ 3 e A + e A - tj> B (2.16) 
In this inversion case A is a rotating vector about B. Therefore, 
A= - cp Bx A= - [cjl (Bx A)] (2.17) 
. 
A = - <P B x A + ( - <P B x A) 
= - [ cjl (B x A) + tj> (B x A) ] (2.18) 
. . 
A = - <P B x A - <P B x A + ( - <P B x A) + 
c- <P 13 x A) 
. 
= - [ ¢ (B x A) + 2 4> (B x A) + <P (B x A) ] (2.19) 
2.5 Analysis of Point Motion 
Referring to Figure 4, let P be a point on Link 2 noting B is a 
0 
fixed point in the inversion. Link 1 rotates about B and Link 2 rotates 
about the moving axis A in Link 1. 
The motion of P up to fourth order is considered as a vector sum of 
motion of point A with respect to fixed point B and relative motion of 
0 0 
P with respect to moving point A • It is given by 
0 
17 
P = V + r 
P = V + r 
P = v + r 
P V + r 
P = V + r (2.20) 
where the position and derivative motion of point A with respect to 
0 
fixed point B is given by 
0 
v = - i 
. 
V = wl/4 x v 
. 




V = w114 x V + 2 (w l/ 4 x V) + w l/ 4 x V 




and relative derivative motion of P with respect to the moving point A 
0 
is given by 
r = xi + yj + zk 
x r 
. . 
r = w214 x r + w214 x r 
•· . --r = w 2/4 x r + 2 (w2/4 x r) + w2/4 x r 
. . 
r = w2/4 x r + 3<--W-214 x r) + 3 (;2/4 x r) + w2/4 x r 
(2. 22) 
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So the path of any general point P is determined by its coordinates 
X, Y, Z and the other known parameters obtained from the synthesis spec-
ifications, and the determined mechanism parameters. 
2.6 Differential Geometry of the Point Path 
From differential geometry (12) and referring to Figure 5, we have 







p x p 
b = --:-, ----:-, "'""• - (2.24) 
j"Px Tl 
Normal n = b x t (2.25) 
The radius of curvature (2.26) 
where 
B = p • p (dot product of P with P) (2.27) 
. . 
A = (P x P) . (P x P) (2. 28) 
Rate of change of radius of curvature with respect to arc length s 




~ - p_ 







Figure 5. Space Curve C with Frenet Frame of Reference 




s = (2.31) 
dp 3 B 1 B A 
ds = -2 1/2 + (- -2) 3/. 2 
A A 
(2. 32) 
The second rate of change of radius of curvature with respect to 
arc length s along the path of P is given by 
where 
2 [.] d p d p dt 
ds2 = dt ~ ds 
_:d[;)l - dt .... 
s s. 
s p - p s 
(~) 2 
. . . 
s p - p s 
= 
(~)3 
1 . -. 
s 
The radius of torsion of the path 
A cr = -c 
. 




The rate of change of radius of torsion of this path with respect 
to the arc length s along the path P is given by 
dcr dcr dt cr 
ds = d t • ds = .. I-
s 
cr = (CA - AC) ;c2 
dcr • • 2 • 





The equation for the radius of sphere for the path is given by 
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(2.39) 
The condition for the radius of the sphere of the path to be 
constant is 
dR = O 
ds 
This is a fourth order condition. 
Substituting for R in Equation (2.40) and simplifying we get 
(2.40) 
The terms in Equation (2.41) are functions of X, Y and Z. Hence, 
Equation (2.41) represents a characteristic surface. The points on this 
surface have the property that their paths are spherical up to fourth 
order. The highest power of the terms in the equation is 20. The 
equation has many terms having multiples of half power. Hence, it is a 
very complex surface to visualize. 
2.7 Synthesis of Spherical Joint 
SA and Spherical Joint SB 
Since Equation (2.41) is a characteristic surface of points with 
spherical paths up to fourth order, we can pick any point on it and 
consider that as a spherical joint SA. To do this we employ a numerical 
technique. 
In Equation (2.41) let us assume Y and z. Then we find Equation 
(2.41) reduces to a function of X, i.e., 
f(x) = P + "[!:1 t~.) + (o)~[~il (2.42) 
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With known values of Y and Z, the above equation is solved using 
Newton Raphson method. Thus, the position of spherical joint SA is 
obtained. 
Having found the spherical joint SA, the spherical joint SB can be 
determined as described below. Let SB be the center of the sphere. 
That means SASB forms the radius. The vector from SA to SB is given by 
s s AB 




By changing the values of Y and Z we can obtain other solutions for 
x. 2 In this way there are theoretically 00 solutions possible to 
synthesize a mechanism up to fourth order. 
2.8 Determination of the R.S.S.R Configuration 
In order to construct a physical mechanism, we should derive from 
the X, Y, Z coordinates of SA and SB' the crank lengths, offset lengths, 
input and output angles, etc. These are done as follows. 
The angle between A and B is assumed to be a and the distance 
between A and Bis assumed to be unity, i.e., AB =.l. 
0 0 
Let a, b, c be the coordinates of SA and d, e, f be the coordinates 
of SB. Coupler link length i is given by 
i 2 = (d - a) 2 + (e - b) 2 + (f - c) 2 
input crank off set length A A along A is given by 
0 




The input crank length is given by 
2 2 1/2 
g = [a + b ] 
Angle e is determined by 
0 





The output crank offset length along B, of the output crank B B is given 
0 
by 
h = - e sin a + f cos a 
0 
The output crank length is given by 
2 2 2 2 112 
h = [(d - 1) + e + f - h ] 
Angle ~ is given by 
0 
~ is measured from X about B, where '+'o 









Displacement analysis, and derivative analysis up to the fourth 
order, for the R.S.S.R mechanism have been worked out as per details 
shown. This analysis program serves as a check on the synthesis results. 
3.1 Displacement Analysis 
Displacement analysis, of the R.S.S.R mechanism shown in Figure 2, 
is obtained by expressing the coordinates of spherical joints SA and SB 
with respect to a fixed set of axis OXYZ. Expressing the coordinates of 
the spherical joint SA and SB as a function of rotation angle we have 
a = g cos e 
b = g sin e 
c = go (3.1) 
Let 
hl = h cos a. (3. 2) 
and 
h2 = h sin a (3. 3) 
then 
1/2 
h = [h 2 + h 2] 1 2 
(3. 4) 
d = h cos <Ji + 1 
e = hl sin <Ji +h sin a 0 




g input crank length 
h output crank length 
g0 = input crank off set length 
h = output crank off set length 
0 
SASB = t = coupler link length 
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0 = input angle of Link g relative to plane perpendicular to 
common normal 
cl> output angle of Link h relative to plane perpendicular 
to common normal (3. 6) 
As the links are assumed to be rigid the coupler link length SASB 
is constant.- Hence, 
Substituting for a, b, c, d, e and 
(g cos El - h cos cl> - 1)2 
(g - h sin 
0 
(1>)2 = t2. 
Simplifying the above equation we 






+ 2 K1h cos 
0 - 1 
e - h • 
0 
Equation (3.9) can be written as 
A sin ~ + B cos cl> = C 
where 
A = 2 gah 
B 2 K1h 
f leads to 
+ (g sin 0 - h )2 d + 
get 
cl>= K 2 + K 2 + g 2 + h2 - t2. 1 2 0 










Using the trigonometric identities 
sin <l> 2 Tan t/(l + Tan2 t> 
cos <j> = (1 - Tan2 t)/(l + Tan2 ~). 
And substituting in Equation (3.12) 
2 A Tan!+ B(l - Tan2 t> C(l + Tan2 t) 
or 
(B + C) Tan2 ~ - (2A) Tan ~ + (C - B) = 0. 
From which 
This leads to two distinct values of <l> as 
T A+ (A2 + B2 _ C2)1/2 
<j>l = 2 arc an B + C -
A _ (A2 + B2 _ C2)1/2 









The two values correspond to the two ways in which a four bar link-
age may be closed. 
3.2 Derivative Analysis Up to Fourth Order 
To derive the equations for derivative analysis up to fourth order 
of the R.S.S.R mechanism we express the coordinates of the spherical 
joints SA and SB with respect to a fixed set of axis OXYZ. We .repeat 
the following relations already obtained. 
a = g cos 8 
b = g sin 8 
(3. 23) 
Let 
hl = h cos a. 
h 2 = h sin a. 
h = (h 2 + h 2)1/2 
1 2 
d = h cos cf> + 1 
e = h1 sin cf>+ h 0 





cos a. (3.25) 
Let us get the derivatives of cos 0 and sin 8 with respect to time up to 
the fourth order. Let 
Then 
cos 8 = ~3 
sin e = h 
3 
d - (cos 8) dt 
d - (sin 0) dt 
d2 









g3 -h 3 8 
h3 = g3 0 
g3:: -h3 8 - h 3 
0 
h3 = g3 ° + g3 e 
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Similarly, let us get the derivatives of cos cp and sin cp with respect to 
time up to fourth order. Let 
cos cp g4 
sin cp = h4 
Then 
d (cos cp) - h cp = g4 = dt 4 
d (sin cp) = h cf> = g4 dt 4 
d2 
2 (cos cp) = g4 = -h cp - h4 cp 
dt 4 
d2 
h4 <jl - 2 (sin cp) g4 cf> + g4 
dt 
d3 
h4 cp cp - 3 (cos cf>) g4 = - - 2 h - h cp 
dt 4 4 
d3 
g4 cf> + 2 <I> - 3 (sin <I>) h4 = g4 + g4 <jl 
dt 
d4 ... . 
- 4 (cos cp) = g4 = - h4 <Ii - 3 h4 <Ii - 3 h. <Ii - h <Ii 
dt 4 4 
d4 
h4 cp 84 cp + 3 cp cp - 4 (sin cp) = = 84 + 3 g4 + g4 
dt (3.27) 
In the analysis problem we know e, e, 8, 8, and 8 knowing cp 
from the displacement analysis we determine cp, qi , cp , and cp from 
the following procedure. 
Differentiating the expressions of Equation (3.23) with respect to 
time we get 
a = g g 1 
a = g gl 
b = g h 
1 
b = g h 
1 
b = g h 1 
.... 
b g hl 
c = go 
c = 0 
c = 0 
c = 0 
c = 0 
The constraint equation is 






(a - d) (a - d) + (b - e) (b - e) + (c - f) (c - f) = 0.(3.32) 
Let 
a - d = u 
b - e = v 
c - f = w. 
Differentiating (3.25) we get 
d = h g 
4 
(3.33) 














In Equation (3.39) ~ can easily be calculated since all the other 
quantities contained in R1 and s1 are known. 
Next we differentiate (3.33), (3.36), (3.37) and (3.38) and obtain 
u = a - d 
v = b - e 
w = c - f (3.40) 
(3. 41) 





4> = (3 .44) 
4> can be calculated since all the other quantities in Equation (3.44) 
are known. 
Next, differentiating the expressions of Equations (3.34), (3.40), 
(3.41), (3.42), and (3.43) we get 
d = h g4 
e = h 1 h4 
f = h2 h4 (3.45) 
u = a - d 
.. 
v = b - e 




. . . . . . . .. 
s1 = u a + 2 u a + u a + v b + 2 v b + v b + 
. . . 
wc+wc+w c (3.48) 
Then 
... . . . . . . 
4> R1 + 2 4> Rl .+ 4> Rl = sl (3. 49) 
or 





All the quantities on the R H S of Equation (3.50) are known. Hence 4> 
can be obtained. 
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Once again we differentiate the expression in Equations (3.45), 
(3.46), (3.47), (3.48), and (3.49) and get 
Then 
or 
d = h 
u = a - d 
v = b - e 
w = c f 
R1 = - h( u h4 + 3 u h4 + 3 u h 4 + u h 4 ) + 
s1 = u a + 3 u a + 3 u a + u a + v b + 
= 
. . . . 
3vb+3vb+v b +wc+3wc+ 
3 w c + w c 
s1 - 3 ¢ R1 - 3 $ Rl - $ R1 
Rl 







obtained. Thus we have obtained the values of <P, ¢ , <!> , and <!> by 
knowing the values of e, 8 ' 8 and 8 • 
We find according to the equations given below 
~ .. 
nl = de = cj>/e 
=~=<"' e ... ·3 
n2 2 'I' - cl> e) /e 
de 
d 3 ¢ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .• . • • • 5 
n - - - [ ( <P e - <P e )El - 3 ( <P e - <P e ) 0 ] I (0) 
3 - de3 -
0 - <P 
• • • • • • 2 
0 - <P 0 ) (0) -
7(<P e-cj> 0)0 0+ 
• _. 2 • . • 7 






The synthesized mechanism can be analyzed in the above manner to 
determine the accuracy of synthesis. WHen the synthesis is correct the 
analysis of the mechanism yields the same n1 , n2 , n3 and n4 values. 
CHAPTER IV 
NUMERICAL EXAMPLES AND DISCUSSION 
4.1 Numerical Example of Function Generation 
It is desired to synthesize an R.S.S.R mechanism with input and 
output axes at 90°, the distance between the axe~ being unity, fulfilling 
the following function generation requirements. 
~ = - 2 0 
de • 
d2 
u=-85· 2 . • 
de 
d3"' -
~ - 65.0 
de3 -
d4A. -
~ - 785.0 
de4 -
SOLUTIONS: Following the methodology described in Chapter II, a computer 
. program is written for synthesis as given in Appendix A. 
Values of Y and Z coordinates and the initial guess values of X 
coordinate of the spherical pair SA are assumed. The value of X cor-
responding to the values of Y and Z is obtained from this program. By 
changing the values of Y and Z, a new value of X is obtained. 
Then, using the computer program as given in Appendix B, the 




Table I shows six solutions fulfilling the same function generation 
specifications. Theoretically infinite number of solutions are possible 
by varying Y and Z. 
The above results are again fed into the analysis programs given 
in Appendix C and Appendix D. The results obtained are tabulated in 
Table II. This proves that the analysis results agree well with the 
synthesis specifications. 
4.2 Numerical Example: Replacement 
of Gears 
It is desired to synthesize an R.S.S.R mechanism to replace a set 
of hypoid gears. The gear ratio being - ; and the angle between the 
shafts being 90°. The distance between the shafts is assumed unity. 
SOLUTIONS: For gearing up to fourth order derivative functional 
relationships between the input and output crank angles are given by 
3 
n1 = - 2' n2 = O, n3 = O, n4 = O. As before, the computer program given 
in Appendix A is used to get the X coordinate of spherical pair SA by 
assuming the values of Y and Z coordinates. By changing Y, different 
values of X are obtained. 
Then, using the computer program given in Appendix B, the various 
other parameters of the mechanism are obtained. 
Table III shows six solutions fulfilling the same function genera-
tion specifications. These results are fed into the analysis program 
given in Appendix C and Appendix D. The results obtained are shown in 
Table IV. The analysis results agree well with the synthesis specifica-
tions. 
TABLE I 
R.S.S.R MECHANISM SYNTHESIS SOLUTIONS FOR FUNCTION GENERATION 
Solution Solution Solution Solution 
Parameters 1 2 3 4 
Normal Distance Between Shafts (~ ) 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
0 
Angle Between Shafts (a) 90° 90° 90° 90° 
Input Crank Off set Length (g ) 0 0 0 0 
0 
Input Crank Length (g) 1.715301 2.83994 3.140421 3.444008 
Coupler Link Length (~) 1.433977 2.386951 2.637319 2.901628 
Output Crank Offset Length (h ) 0.04858 -0.405419 -0.392191 -0.381277 
0 
Output Crank Length (h) 0.7326304 1.442359 1.433769 1.427554 
Input Crank Angle in Degrees (0) 35.66099 31.88258 33.86584 35.50111 
Output Crank Angle in Degrees ($) 142.7916 60.48786 60.4477 60.41574 


























DISPLACEMENT AND DERIVATIVE ANALYSIS OF THE SYNTHESIZED R.S.S.R 
MECHANISMS FOR FUNCTION GENERATION 
Solution Solution Solution Solution Solution 
Parameters 1 2 3 4 5 
Input Crank Angle in Degrees (8) 35.6609 31.88511 33.86755 35.50048 51. 22245 
Output Crank Angle in Degrees (~) 142.7917 60.48283 60.44442 60.41699 145.4411 
First Derivative (n1) -2.0 -2.0 -2.0 -2.0 -2.0 
Second Derivative (n2) -8.5 -8.503 -8.502 -8.4999 -8.497 
Third Derivative (n3) -65,0 -65.03 -65.02 -64.99 -64.97 
Fourth Derivative (n4) -785.0 -785. 6 -785.4 -784.9 -784.5 












R.S.S.R MECHANISM SYNTHESIS SOLUTIONS FOR REPLACING HYPOID GEARS 
Solution Solution Solution Solution Solution Solution 
Parameters 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Normal Distance Between Shafts 
(t ) 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
0 
Angle Between Shafts (a.) 90° 90° 90° 90° 90° 90° 
Input Crank Offset Length (g ) 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 
0 
Input Crank Length (g) 0.4735795 0.4559487 0.4415671 0.4286306 0.3737503 0.3298566 
Coupler Link Length (t) 1.80229 1.809967 1.82617 1.846641 1.982756 2.121395 
Output Crank Offset Length (h ) -0.14463 -0.322014 -0.448983 -0.555826 -0.972553 -1.25675 
0 
Output Crank Length (h) 0.2030792 0.1944022 0.1901074 0.1874757 0.1815148 0.1743801 
Input Crank Angle in Degrees 
(0) -65.22747 -67.09571 -68.2039 -68.9394 -69.46438 -65.4344 
Output Crank Angle in Degrees 
(~) 8.397328 1.734945 -3.101921 -7.177642 -23.41148 -38.19876 
Synthesis Derivatives: n = 
1 




Input Crank Angle 
in Degrees (8) 
Output Crank Angle 










DISPLACEMENT AND DERIVATIVE ANALYSIS OF THE SYNTHESIZED R.S.S.R 
MECHANISM FOR REPLACING HYPOID GEARS 
Solution Solution Solution Solution Solution 
1 2 3 4 5 
-65.22555 -67.09336 -68.20495. -68.93833 -69.4654 
8. 395133 1. 731646 -3.099991 -7 .179619 -23.4091 
-1.5 -1.5 -1.5 -1.5 -1.5 
O. 3135xl0 -4 0.2072xlO -4 0.4749xl0-4 0.6048xlO -4 o.1025x10-3 
0.4382xl0-4 0.6638xl0-5 o.102x10 -3 0.1989xl0-3 0.548x1Q-3 
0.1448xl0 -3 -0.133xl0-3 0.8651xl0-3 0.1117xl0-2 0.4927xlO -2 












One solution is picked up to find the deviation in the derivatives 
over a range of 40° (i.e., 20° below and 20° above the designed input 
angle). Table V gives the results. As can be seen from the results, 
the variance is tolerable. 
4.3 Discussion 
The initial guesses of the coordinates of the spherical joint SA 
are found to be very critical. It is essentially a trial and error 
method. One~ a solution is obtained, solutions in the neighborhood 
are very easy to obtain by assuming proper increments in one of the 
assumed coordinates Y or Z. Since the surface is very complex, it is 
found that solution may not exist over a long range of values of a 
particular coordinate. More difficulty was encountered in obtaining a 
solution for the gear replacement problem. It may be a good practice to 
arrive at the gear problem progressively. This means the first trial 
solution might be attempted with n4 = O. The second trial solution 
should be obtained with n 3 = 0 and n4 = O. The third and final solution 













DEVIATIONS OF DERIVATIVES OVER A RANGE OF 40°, 20° BELOW AND 20° ABOVE 
THE DESIGNED INPUT ANGLE OF ROTATION 
cp in 
Degrees nl n2 n3 
-21. 62835 -1.5 -0.08271 -0.8981 
-14.10989 -1.5 -0.02941 -0.3866 
-6.605459 -1.5 -0.007654 -0.1417 
0.895018 -1.5 -0.0008428 -0.03082 
8.395036 -1.5 0.00002787 ·O. 00003355 
15.89500 -1.5 0.0008012 -0.02628 
23.39553 -1.5 0.006038 -0.1019 
30.8990 -1.5 0.02006 -0.2286 












Synthesis derivatives: n1 = - 2' n2 = O, n3 = O, n4 = O. Designed input angle of 
-65.2255°. Output crank angle of rotation corresponding to e0 is cj> 0 = 8.395036°. 
mechanism: 9. 0 = 1.0, Ci= 90°, g = 0.47358, g0 = ],..5, h = 0.203079;h0 = -0.14463. 
rotation e is 
0 Other parameters of the 
""'" ..... 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The R.S.S.R mechanism is a versatile mechanism, best suited for 
function generation. The earlier works on the derivative synthesis for 
function generation were limited up to third power. All the works were 
based on the concept of constant length constraint on the coupler link 
and on the principle of inversion. In this thesis the point path 
properties are studied to find points in the rigid body that have 
spherical paths up to fourth order. These points were utilized to 
determine one of the spherical joints, using the principle of inversion. 
Again using the point path properties, the second spherical joint was 
determined and the synthesis was completed with known informations. 
The newness of this thesis is in utilizing the point path properties 
and extending the derivative synthesis up to fourth order. While ob-
taining the fourth order synthesis one characteristic equation has been 
utilized. This left us with the freedom of choosing two of the three 
coordinates required to locate a spherical joint. The characteristic 
equation for the fourth order is a condition requiring that the rate o.f 
change of radius of the sphere of the point path is zero. Considering 
second derivatives of the radius of the sphere to be zero, we may obtain 
another characteristic equation. This equation corresponds to the fifth 
order properties. Derivative synthesis is possible up to fifth order if 
we can find the intersection of characteristic equation of the fourth 
42 
43 
order and the characteristic equation of the fifth order. In this 
situation we still have the freedom to choose one of the three 
coordinates of the spherical joint. Extending the same philosophy we 
may consider the third rate of change of radius of the sphere of the 
path to be zero for the sixth order derivative synthesis. This condi-
tion will yield a third characteristic surface, Intersection of this 
surface with the previously mentioned two surf aces might yield unique 
points that can be used as a spherical joint in the synthesis. However, 
it should be realized that the magnitude of work involved is enormous 
even for the fourth order and much more so for the higher orders. One 
of the difficulties that one faces in numerically solving the equation 
is the initial guess. It is very much a matter of art, patience, and 
finally, luck. In general, it is more difficult to find a solution for 
a linkage to replace a gear than to solve for ordinary function genera-
tion as has been discussed earlier. 
This work may be degenerated to study spherical or planar mech-
isms. Then the criterion required to determine a coupler joint in planar 
and spherical kinematics is that they generate circular paths rather than 
spherical paths as in R.S.S.R mechanism. 
Higher order derivative synthesis for other four bar mechanisms 
like R.c.c.c., R.S.C.R., etc., might be poss.ible usit,\g .suitab.J_e, .pair 
constraint equation. The author cannot readily comment elaborately on 
them now. 
It may be possible to produce design charts for this mechanism. In 
order to produce design charts we should obtain several solutions with 
varying shaft angle a, gear ratio, the input angle of crank and compute 
the relationship with the ratio of the link lengths. Once this is 
44 
obtained, a design chart can easily be prepared but as pointed out 
earlier it is very difficult to find a solution. Further, too much time 
has to be devoted in the process of trials. All the spade work of 
deriving the synthesis equations and ensuring their correctness is the 
primary task of this thesis. It will be nice if someone will follow up 
this study and produce design charts. These design charts are very valu-
able to the engineers and are an asset to the industry. 
It is well known that the higher order synthesis yields higher 
accuracies over a larger range. At the same time it is to be noted that 
different solutions yield different accuracies over a given range. 
Hence, the error is to be checked for the given solution. Keeping this 
in mind the analysis problem is simultaneously developed to check the 
correctness of the synthesis and its accuracy in the neighborhood. The 
results of the third order synthesis have been compared with the results 
available in the earlier literature and they agree very well. Since 
this synthesis is one order higher than before, these results are help-
ful in building linkages with higher accuracies than before. 
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COMPUTER PROGRAM TO OBTAIN THE COORDINATES 
OF SPHERICAL JOINT SA WITH ONE 




















* SRI RAMA JFYAM. SRIRAM JEYARAM JEYAJFYA RAM. * 
* SYNTHESIS OF R-S-S-O MECHANISM * 
* THIS P0 0GRAM OBTAINS THE ca~bRDINATES OF SPHERICAL * 
* JOINT Sf\. * 
,., DATA CARDS: ~~ 
* CARD l SPECIFICS THF DERIVATIVES OF FIRST,SFCONO, * 
* THIRD, AND FOURTH ORDER. * 
~\ CARD 2: GIVES TH>: VALUE OF Y AND Z. * 
* CARO 3: GIV~S THF INITIAL GUESS VALUE OF X AND THE * 
* TEST VALUE. * 
* ALL TH[ DATA CAQDS ARE PUNCHED IN 12 COLLU~~ FIELD * 
* W[TH SIX DECIMt.L PLACES. * 
*********************************************************** 
1 REn0[5,lCCl AN1,AN2,AN3,AN4 
2 100 F0R~ATIF12.7,El2.7,~12.7,Fl2.7l 
3 WQITE!6,1051 ANl,AN2,AN3iAN4 
4 105 FOR~AT(//5X,'AN1= 1 ,El5.7,5X, 1 AN2=',El5.7,5X,'AN3='•El5.7, 
15X,'AN4=' ,El5.7//l 
c 
5 15 RFA0(5,1Q) Y,Z 




































































































































































































































































C THF INITIAL GUFSS VALUE OF X IS GIVEN HERE 
109 READC5,80l X,TEST 
110 80 FORMATCF12.7,Fl2.71 
c 
111 N= 1 
112 WRITE16,86l y,z 
113 86 FnRMAT(//,5v,•v= 1 ,F12.1,5x,•z= 1 ,F12.6) 
114 WRITE(6,85) X,TEST 
115 85 FORMAT(//5X, 1 X=',Fl2.7,5X, 1 TEST= 1 ,Fl2.71 
c 






























































































































































































































204 WRITE(6,2251 X,FX,FPX . 










209 235 X=XA 
c 
210 WR!TF(6,2301 N,XA 





IFl~.GT.201GO TO 300 
GO TO 90 
214 300 WRITE!6,310JX 
215 310 FORMATl//1X. 1 NO OF ITERATIONS EXCEED 20. VALUE OF X lS 1 9 Ell.4//I c 
216 240 WRITE(6,2451 X 
217 245 FORMATl//5X, 1 X= 1 ,El5.7//J 
c 





















O. l 5404.06E 00 
N= t; 
0.1540268E 00 
Z" l. 50 KOO 
TEST= 0.0000100 
FX= 0.6069484~ 02 
XA= 0.8222228E-Ol 
FX= 0.2415315~ 02 
XA= O .1644996 E 00 
FX= -0.5801660E 01 
XA= 0.1551277E 00 
FX= -0.5518341E 00 
XA= O.l540406E 00 
FX= -0.6820679~-02 
XA= 0.154026BE 03 
FX= o. 5035400!'-03 
x~ o.154026BE oo 
STATEMENTS EXECUTED= 682 
FPX= -0.7381797E 03 
FPX= -0.2935579E 03 
FPX= -0.6190525E 03 
FPX= -0.5076184E 03 
FPX= -0.4970095E 03 
FPX= -0.4968782E 03 
A~4= o.oooooooE oo 
CORE' USAGE OBJECT CODE= 21832 BYTES,ARRAY AREA= 0 BYTES,TOTAL AREA AVAILABLE= 149504 BYTES 
Ct AGNOSTICS NUMBER OF ERRORS= O, NUMBEP OF WARNINGS= O, NUMBER OF EXTENSIONS= 0 





COMPUTER PROGRAM TO OBTAIN THE COORDINATES OF 
SPHERICAL JOINT SB AND OTHER PARAMETERS 
OF THE R.S.S.R MECHANISM 

































*********************************************************** * SRI RAMA JEYAM. SRIRAM JF.YARAM JEYAJEYA RAM. * 
* SYNTHF.SIS OF R-S-S-R MECHANISM. * 
* THIS PROGRAM ORTAINS THF. CO-ORDINATES OF SPHERTCAL * 
* JOINT SB AND OTHER PARAMETERS OF THE MECHANISM. * 
* GO= TNPUTCRANK OFFSET LENGTH * 
* HO= OUTPUTCRANK OFFSET LENHTH * 
* G=TNPUTCRANK LENGTH * 
* H= OUTPUTCPANK LENGTH * 
* S= COUPL~R LINK LENGTH * 
* THl=TA= !NPUTCRANK ANGLE IN DEGREES * 
* PHI= OUTPUTCRANK ANGLE IN DEGREES * 
* DATA CAP DS: * 
* THIRD, AND FOURTH ORDER. * 
* CARD l SPECIFil=S THE DERIVATIVES OF FIRST, SECOND, * 
* CARD 2 SPl=CIFIES x,y,z CQ-ORDINATEi OF SPHERICAL * 
.*, JOINT SA OBTAINED FROM PROGRAM A. . * 
* All THE DATA CARDS ARE PUNCHED IN 12 COLLUMN FIELD * 






FORMATC//5X, 1AN1=',Fl2.615X1 1AN2= 1 ,Fl2.6,5X,•AN3='•Fl2.6,5X, 
l 1AN4=',Fl2.6//I 
6 300 READ15,901 x,y,z 
7 90 FOPMAT!F12.6tf12.6,Fl2.6) 
8 WR I T E ( 6 , 9 5 I X , V , Z 




































































































































































































































B24=-4.0*W32*W3-4.0*Wl2*Wl-3.0*W31**2-3.0*Wll**2+2.0*W3l*W2*Wl l-2.0*Wll*W2*W3+W3**4+Wl**4+W2**2*W3**2•2.0*W3**2*Wl**2 Z+Wl**Z*WZ**Z 
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COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR DISPLACEMENT ANALYSIS 
OF THE R.S.S.R MECHANISM WITH ONE 








































***~***~*********•***~*•*********************************** * SRI RA'1A JEYA~. SPIRA". JEYARA~ JEYAJ1'YA Rl.M. * 
* DISDLACPl'ONT ANALYSIS • 
* THIS PO.OG~A~ ORTAI~S THE DISPLACE~ENT ANALYSIS OF * 
* R-S-5-R M£CHAN!SM. * 
* DATA CAPOS: * 
* CARD l SPECIFIES TfiE PARA~ETERS GO,HO,G,H,S,AND T * 
* QF THE MECHANISM OBTAINED FRO~ PROGRA~ B. * 
* THIS PROGRAM GIVES TWO VALUES OF OUTPUT ANGLE PHI * 
* CORRESPrNDING TO THE VALUE OF INPUT ANGLE THETA. * 
* All THE DATA CARDS ARE PUNC~ED UN 12 CDLLUMN * 





F~R~AT{lH,, 1 GQ= 1 ,Fl2.6r5X, 1 H0= 1 ,FlZ.6,SX, 1 G~'.Fl2.6r5X,'H='.• 
lFl 2.6, 5X, 'S=•, F 12. 6,5X, 'T= '..'F 12.61 













18 20 FOA"IAT ( //5X, 'PHI l=' ,F 12. 6, 5X, 'PHI 2=', F 12. 6, 5X, 'PHI lD= 1 , Fl2 .c, 5X, 
l'PHl20= 1 oFl~.6//l 
c 
19 200 STOP 
20 ENO 
S1'NTRY 
1. 500000 HO= -o. 555826 Ga 0.428631 H• 0.187476 S= 
PHil= -1.989295 PHI2= -o .1252 6 7 PHllO• -113.978200 PHl20= 
STATEf.IENTS EX,ECUTEO= 15 
1.846641 T= -1.203228 
-7.177282 
CO~E US AGE OBJECT COO!:= 2896 BYTES i ARR4Y AP. E 4= 0 BYTES,TOTAL AREA AVAILABLE= 149504 BYTES 
OIAGNOSTICS NUf.IBER OF ERRORS= O, NUMBER OF WARNINGS= o, NUMBER OF EXTENSIONS= 0 




COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR THE DERIVATIVE ANALYSIS 
OF THE R.S.S.R MECHANISM WITH ONE SET 





C * SRI PA~A JEYAM. SRlRAM JEYARAM JEYAJEYA RAM. * 
C * DERIVATIV~ ANALYSIS. * 
C * THIS PROGRAM DOES THE DERIVATIVE ANALYSIS * 
C * OF TH~ R-S-S-R MECH6NISM UP TO FOURTH ORDER. * 
C * A= X CO-ORDINATE OF SPHERICAL JOINT SA. * 
C * B= Y CO-ORDINATE OF SPHERICAL JOINT SA. * 
C * C= Z CO-ORDINATE OF SPHERICAL JOINT SA. * 
C * D= SBX= X CO-ORDINATE OF SPHERICAL JOINT SB. * 
C * E= SBV= V CO-ORDINATE OF SPHERICAL JOINT Sfl. * 
C * F= S6Z= L CO-ORDINATE OF SPHERICAL JOINT SB. * 
C * OATA CARDS: * 
C * CARO 1 SP~C!FIES GO,HO,G,H,S * 
C * CARD 2 SPECIFIES T A~D P. * 
C * SOLUTIONS OSTAINED ARE THE CO-ORDINATES OF SPHERICAL * 
C * JOINTS SA, Sfl AND THE DERIVATIVES * 
c *· UP Tn THE FOURTH ORDFP.. * 
C * ALL THE DATA CARDS A~E PUNCHED IN 12 COLLUMN FIELD * 
C * W!TH SIX DECIMAL PLACES. * 
c *********************************************************** 
c 
l READ!5,10) GO.HQ,G,H 
2 10 FORMATIF12.6,Fl2.6,Fl2.6,Fl2.61 
3· WRITE(6,15JGO,HO,G,H 
4 15 FORMAT(lH,,•Go=•,F12.6,5X,•Ho=•,F12.6,5X,•G='•Fl2.6,5X, 1 H=·· 
1Fl2,6) 
c 
5 l'JO R.EAD! 5,2'.) lT, P 





















































































































































































FORMATl//5X, 1 A=•,Fl2.6,5X,'B= 1 ,Fl2.6,5X, 1 C='lF12.6,/,5X 1 
1 'D=' , F 12 • 6, 5X, ' E=' t F 12. 6, 5 X, 'F =' , F 12. 6/ / I , 
c 
90 W~ ITEi 6, 25 l TD, PO,T ,p 
91' 25 FORMAT(//5X, 1 TD=',Fl2.6 1 5X,'PD='•Fl2.615X 11 T= 1 ,Fl2.6,5X,•P='• 
llF12.6//l 
c 
92 WRITE(6,901 AN1,AN2,AN3,AN4 
93 90 FORMATl//5X, 'AN1=',El2.415X,'AN2= 1 1E12.4,5X, 1 AN3=' ,El2.41 
15X, 1 AN4= 1 ,El2.4//l 
c 






0 .15'+'')2 7 
1.18600 7 
TO= -613. 93 9940 














-o. 02 3 42 3 
-1.203228 
H= 
AN3= . 0.2024E-03 
0.187476 
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